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Let X,, X,,... be independent random variables. We study asymptotic behaviour of two-time parameter empirical 
type processes based on observations, ranks and sequential ranks. We introduce weight functions and derive the 
limiting distributions of these processes under the null hypothesis of X, being identically distributed, as well as 
under a class of contiguous alternatives which can accommodate the possible occurrence of a changepoint in the 
series of measurements. 
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1. Introduction 
Changepoint problems have been extensively studied in the literature from the parametric 
as well as the nonparametric point of view. Parametric results are summarized in Siegmund 
( 1985). Nonparametric results are reviewed in Wolfe and Schechtman ( 1984), and CsorgB 
and Horvath ( 1988). See also the bibliographies of Shaban ( 1980) and Zacks ( 1983). A 
collection of articles edited by Basseville and Benveniste ( 1986) based on presentations in 
a conference on the subject of “Detection of Abrupt Changes in Signals and Dynamical 
Systems” held in Paris on March 21-22, 1984, provides an excellent survey of mathematical 
tools and applications. 
Many statistical procedures used for detecting a possible change in distribution of a 
random process are based on empirical processes. In this paper we provide asymptotic 
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results, considering also weighted forms of the classical test statistics when the change time 
is completely unknown. We describe the weighted asymptotic behaviour of three basic 
empirical processes in a unified way, under the null assumption of no change and also under 
a sequence of contiguous alternatives which accommodate the possible occurrence of a 
changepoint in the series of measurements. 
Let X,, X,,. . . be independent random variables. We wish to test the null hypothesis 
H,: X,, 1~ i < n, have the same distribution F , 
versus the alternative hypothesis 
H,: X,, 1 f i < n, have the respective distribution functions F, , 
where we assume that all F,, are absolutely continuous with respect to the distribution 
function F and 
$+ (F-‘(u)) 1 
l/2 
1 
=1+ - 2n,,2 h,,(r, F_‘(U)) , 
=l+ (1.1) 
where F-‘(u) =inf{x: F(x) >/u), O<u< 1, F-‘(O) =F-‘(O+). We assume also that 
there exists a function g E L2 [ 0, 1 ] 2 such that 
I’ 
g(t, U) du=O for almost all TV [0, l] (1.2) 
0 
and 
(1.3) 
It is known that the sequence of direct products F,, X . . . X F,,,, n = 1, 2,. . ., is contiguous 
(for the notion of contiguity see, e.g., Le Cam, 1960, 1986; Greenwood and Shiryayev, 
1985; Hajek and Sidak, 1967; Roussas, 1972) to the sequence FX ... X F (cf. Oosterhoff 
and Van Zwet, 1975). In particular, for the so-called changepoint problem we assume that 
there exists A E (0, 1) such that 
s(t, u) = I]r>Alg(u) 3 
for some square integrable function g. 
(1.4) 
This description of alternatives was used by Khmaladze and Parjanadze ( 1986) in the 
context of studying changepoint problems using linear statistics of sequential ranks. Statis- 
tics based on functionals of the empirical process based on sequential ranks are considered 
by Pardzhanadze and Khmaladze ( 1986), where they also discuss some merits of the use 
of statistics of sequential ranks. 
Let R, ,,,. . .,R,,,, denote the normalized ranks 
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R/r,, = n - ’ ,$, 1(X,<&) , k= I,..., n, 
and let <, , ,&, be the normalized sequential ranks 
&=k-’ i l(X,<X,], k= I,...,n, 
,= I 
of the first II of the random variables X,, X7,. . 
We consider the two-time parameter empirical processes 
Lnrl 
a,,(s, t)=n-“2 c (l{F(X,) Gsl --s) 1 
P,,(s, t) =n -“2 l{R,,, <sI - 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
where 0 < s, t < 1, and F is assumed to be continuous. Such empirical processes were studied 
by Pardzhanadze and Khmaladze ( 1986) under the class of continuous alternatives H,. The 
process cr,,( s, t) is a two-time parameter version of the usual empirical process. CsorgB and 
Horvath ( 1987a) proposed nonparametric procedures for the changepoint problem based 
on the p,,( s, I) process. Using a different parameterization of contiguity from that of ( I. 1) 
and a method of proof that differs from ours, Lejpus ( 1988, 1989) studied the processes 
a,,( s, t) and /3,Z( s, t), as well as some functionals of /3,,( s, t), in connection with changepoint 
problems. The process r,?(s, t) was used by Csorgd and Horvath ( 1987b) to construct a 
sequential procedure for detecting a possible changepoint in a random sequence. Here we 
introduce some weight functions q(t) and prove weak convergence of the weighted empir- 
ical processes of ( 1.5)) ( 1.6) and ( 1.7) under the null hypothesis H,,, as well as under the 
class of contiguous alternatives H,. These results with q = 1 constitute an alternative proof 
of Theorem 1 of Pardzhanadze and Khmaladze ( 1986). 
When testing for the possibility of having a change in distribution of a sequence of 
chronologically orderedobservationsx,, i = 1,. . ,n, at an unknown time 1 < k < II, it is natural 
to compare the empirical distribution function of the first k observations to that of the last 
tt -k observations (cf., e.g., Picard 1985, and Deshayes and Picard, 1986) via studying the 
asymptotic distribution of the sequence of statistics 
= sup sup .“2 
I <A<,, \ER 
i l(X,,<.x]- 5 i 1 
,=I II ,= I 
(X, <x) (k(n-k)ln) . (1.8) 
I/’ 
These statistics however converge in distribution to m, as n + a, even under H,,. This is 
due to the weight functions (k/n) ( 1 -k/n) converging too fast to zero as kln + 0 and kl 
n ---) 1. This remains true even if we were to replace this function by ( (k/n) ( I -k/n) ) I”, 
1 < k < n. In order to have the above test statistics converge in distribution to a nondegenerate 
random variable, we have to renormalize them somehow. Hence we introduce weight 
functions which are less severe on the tails than (k/n) ( I -k/n), or even ((k/n) ( 1 - kl 
n)) ‘I2 is. 
Just like tests based on the classical Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, the ones based on 
= sup supnP’2 
I <kinxtW 
e l{Xi<X) - b k 1(X, <x) 
,=I n i=, 
(1.9) 
should be more powerful for detecting changes that occur in the middle, namely near in, 
where (k/n) ( 1 -k/n) has its maximum, than for noticing the ones occurring near the 
endpoints 0 and n. Thus, weighted version of ( 1.9) should emphasize changes which may 
have occurred near the endpoints, while retaining sensitivity to possible changes in the 
middle as well. 
In order to see what kind of functions are possible for the statistics in ( 1.8) or ( 1.9)) we 
study the asymptotic behavior of the sequence of processes 
(%(S, f) --%(S, l))lq(t) (1.10) 
for a wide class of functions q. We show that the weak convergence of the weighted ‘bridge 
type’ empirical processes as in ( 1.10) continues to hold under contiguous and change-point 
alternatives as parameterized by ( 1 . 1 )-( 1.4) for the same class of weight functions as in 
the case of the null assumption of no change in distribution, but with different limiting 
processes. Hence statistics based on the processes in (1.10) may be used for detecting a 
possible change in the sequence of observations. 
In a similar fashion, we study also the ‘bridge type’ empirical processes of sequential 
ranks 
‘y,, (s, t) - V,Z(.& 1) 
with appropriate weight functions. Again, statistics based on weighted versions of such 
processes should be more sensitive to detect a possible changepoint not only in the middle 
but also on both tails. 
2. Weighted empirical processes based on observations 
Let X,, X2,. be independent random variables. We consider the two-time parameter empir- 
ical process 
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a,,(s, t) =n-“* c (l{P(X,) GS) -s) , o<s, t< 1 ) 
s=I 
where F is assumed to be continuous. 
Let (K( s, t); 0 <S < 1, 0 < t < x) denote a Kiefer process, i.e., a two-time parameter 
Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance function 
EK(s,,t,)K(s,,t,)=(s, As,--s,~,)(t, At,). (2.1) 
The limiting distribution of the process a,,( S, t) under the null hypothesis H,, is that of 
K( s, t) . For a proof of weak convergence of a,,( S, t) we refer to Bickel and Wichura ( 1971) 
The best strong approximation of this process is due to Komlos, Major and Tusnady ( 1975). 
Here we are interested in the problem of studying under what conditions does weak 
convergence continue to hold for weighted two-time empirical processes (u,( s, t) /q(t), 
o,<s< 1, O<t< 1, where q(t) is a nonnegative function on (0, 11, approaching zero as 
t+O. 
We will assume throughout, without loss of generality, that all random variables and 
stochastic processes introduced so far and later on, are defined on the same probability space 
(cf. Lemma 4.4.4 of Csorgii and R&&z, 198 1). 
We will call q a positive function on (0, 1 ] if q : (0, I] + (0, x) is such that 
inf q(t) >O for all 0<6< 1 . 
fi<l<l 
Theorem 2.1. We assume that H, holds. Then there exists a Kiefer process K( 
that, with a weightfunction q which is positiL,e on (0, 11, u,e halse, us n + x: 
(a) $4 is such that 
lim(tloglog llt)“‘/q(t) =O, 
f J. 0 
then 
sup sup Ia,,(s, t) -n -“‘K(s, nt) 1 /q(t) =oP( 1) ; 
OCI<I O<r<l 
(b) $q is such that 
lim (tloglog llt)“‘lq(t) <x, 
f J 0 
then 
sup sup I a,,(.& I) --n - “*K( s, nt) ) /q(t) = O,( 1) ; 
O<f<l Cl<,<, 
(c) ifq is such that (2.4) holds, then 
(2.2) 
‘) such 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
sup SUP I a,,(~, I) I /q(t) a sup sup ) K(s, t) I /q(t) . 
O<f< I o<.r,c I O<f~I ass<, 
Remark 2.1. We emphasize that (b) and (c) do not follow from (a), nor does (c) from 
(b). 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we will use the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. (a) Let q be a positir>e function on (0, 1 ] and such that (2.3) holds. Then, as 
T-, to. we harse 
sup sup I K(s, t) 1 /q(t) “2 o( 1) , 
O<r<l/To<c<l 
(2.5) 
and 
sup sup IK(s, t) (/q(t) ‘2 o( 1) . 
O<~~IITO~f<l 
(2.6) 
(b) Let q be a positkle function on (0, 1 I and such that (2.4) holds. Then, as T 4 m, we 
have 
sup sup IK(s, t) 1 /q(t) iI O( 1) , (2.7) 
o<rsl/TO<r<l 
sup sup IK(s, t) 1 /q(r) “2 O( 1) 
O<\< 1/7-oGr< I 
(2.8) 
Proof. By Corollary 1.15.1 in Csorgii and Rev&z ( 198 1) , we have 
lim sup sup le(s, t) ~l(tloglog l/t)“2 
7--*o~r~l/TO~r~l 
= lim sup sup JK(s, llt)Jl(t-‘loglogt)“’ 
T=+x I/r< I/TO<s& I 
= lim sup sup tJK(s, 1/t)~/t(t-‘10g10gt)“* 
T=+=f>~(lSr<l 
= lim sup sup (K*(s, t) I l(tloglogf)“* 
T---)-L f>TO<.r< I 
where K* (s, t) is again a Kiefer process. Hence 
SUP sup IK(s, t)Ilq(t) “2 O(1) sup (tloglog l/t)“‘/q(t) 
O<fS IITO<F< I O<f< I/7 
as T-X , which gives (2.5) and (2.7) by using (2.3) and (2.4) respectively. As to the 
proof of (2.6) and (2.8) we have 
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sup sup IR(s, r) I /q(r) 
O<.FG I/To<r< I
=Z,(T, I) +f?(T, t) 
Similarly as right above, 
l,(T, I) < sup sup [K(s, t) Il(tloglog l/t)“’ sup (tloglog llr)“2/q(t) 
o<r<So<\<I/T O<l<fi 
,I.\. o(1) 
{ 
if q satisfies (2.3) , 
= 0( 1) if q satisfies (2.4) , 
as T+ x and taking S > 0 arbitrarily small. We have also 
I,(T, f) < sup sup lK(s, t) I (l/Qrll, q(i)) 2 o(1) 
o<\~llrSsr<l 
as T+ x, for any positive function q on (0, 1 ] on account of K( s, t) being almost surely 
continuous. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 
By the Komlos, Major and Tusnady ( 1975) approximation there exists a Kiefer process 
K( s, t) such that, as nt - 2, 
1 2 O(log’nr) 
Also, as nt + 00, we have 
sup (K(s, nt) -K(s, [nt 
O<r<l 
I)1 
< sup sup sup IK(s, y+h) -K(s,y) I “2 o((lognr)“*) 
0 < v < ,I, 0 < h < I 0 < \ < I 
by Corollary 1.12.4 of CsbrgB and RCvCsz ( 198 1) Consequently, as nt + cc, we obtain 
sup I&,(s) -K(s, nt) I “2 O(log2nt) . 
O<Y< I 
(2.9) 
Hence for any A > 1, 
sup sup IS,,,(s) -K(s, nr) l/(w)“* “2 O( 1) 
A/,,<l<l O<,;-il 
(2.10) 
Also, by (2.2) and (2.9) we get 
sup sup ( S,,,(s) - K( s, nt) ) ln “Iq( t> 
S<fG I osc< I 
“2 0 sup 
( 
(log*nt)ln”2q(t) “2 o( 1) , 
S<f<l 1 
(2.11) 
for all 6 E (0, 1) . We note that (2.3) as well as (2.4) imply 
lii-f”/q(r) =o. 
Hence, using also (2. lo), we have 
(2.12) 
sup sup (S,,,(s) -K(s, nt) 1 ln”‘q(r)a~ O( 1) sup t”*/q(t) “2 o( 1) ) 
lln<t<60<.s<l o<r<6 
(2.13) 
as n + x and taking 6 > 0 arbitrarily small. 
Since 
sup sup IS,,(s) I ln”*q(t) =O, 
0 < f < 1 /n 0 <s < I 
(2.14) 
we have shown so far that, with a positive function q of (0, 1 ] and such that (2.12) holds, 
we have 
sup sup ]S,JS) -K(s, nt) 1 ln”‘q(r) “2 o( 1) 
O<f<l ,,<.\<I 
(2.15) 
as n - x, where 
K(s, nt) = 
K(s, nt) for rE [ l/n, 1] , 
o 
elsewhere , 
and K( , . ) is a Kiefer process as in (2.9) 
Next, we have for each n > 1, 
sup sup ]K(s, nt) 1 W’q(r) z sup sup I KC% f> I /s(t) . (2.16) 
o<t<l/~loi\<l ocr<I/,10<.5<I 
Using now (2.5) and (2.7) in Lemma 2.1, we get 
or(l) 
sup sup I~(.~, nt) I ln”*sw = 
if (2.3) holds , 
(2.17) 
o<r<I/~zo,cs~, 
o ( 1) 
P 
if (2.4) holds 
which together with (2.15) gives (a) and (b) respectively. 
As to the proof of (c) we note that by (2.15) we have 
sup sup ~S,,(s)pz”*q(r)=Gx 
O<fG I O<s<l > 
for any Kiefer process K( . , . ) and - x <x < 30. Also, for any Kiefer process K( 
function q positive on (0, 1) and such that (2.4) holds, we have 
.) and 
R,,(x) :=P sup sup IK(s, f) I /q(t) Gx 
I/n<r<l O<i<l I- 
+ R(x) := P sup sup I KC& f) I /s(t) <x 
o<t<1 O<C<l > 
as n +x, which together with (2.18) gives (c) . 0 
Corollary 2.1. We assume that Ho holds with F continuous and let (K(s, t): 0~s~ 1, 
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(2.18) 
0 Q t < 1) be a Kieferprocess. Zf q is a positivejiinction on (0, l] and such that (2.3) holds, 
then we harle, as n + m, 
(Y,,(s, t)lq(t) 4 K(s, t)lq(t) in D[O, 11’. 0 (2.19) 
Remarks. Throughout this paper weak convergence statements on Skorohod spaces are 
stated as corollaries to approximations in probability. Naturally, when talking about 
weighted weak convergence on such spaces, we will always assume that the weights are 
c.d.1.g. functions. 
Picard ( 1985) and Deshayes and Picard ( 1986) consider weak convergence of the 
sequence of weighted processes ( I,!J( t) /t) a,,( s, t), where I+!I is a piecewise continuous 
nonnegative function on (0, I] satisfying the condition 
For the proof they refer to Deshayes and Picard ( 1983). Consequently we may note that, 
on assuming (2.3)) or square-integrability of the function 1 /q, we can conclude a conver- 
gence in distribution result for any continuous functional of a,,( s, t) /q(t). However, for 
the sup-functional, which is usually of the main interest in detecting changepoint problems, 
Theorem 2.1 (c) gives this desired convergence in distribution result assuming only (2.4). 
For example, part (c) of Theorem 2.1 holds true with 
q(t)=(tloglogllt)“‘, O<t<l. 
Using upper-lower class results (tests for upper and lower functions) for suprema of a 
Kiefer process we can also state Theorem 2.1 under different conditions. Namely, assuming 
that qEC(0, l] and q(t)lt I” is nonincreasing near zero, by Theorem 5.2 of Adler and 
Brown ( 1986) (cf. also Chung 1949 and Kiefer, 1961) we can conclude 
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sup sup 1 K( s, nt) 1 ln “%3(t) 
O<f<l/?IO<C<I 
OP( 1) 
= { 
if .Y(q, c) <s for all c>O, 
O,(l) if.P(q,c)<mforsomec>O, 
where 
cY(q, c) = I’ f-‘q2(t) exp( -ct-‘q2(t)) dt, c>O. 0 
This in turn will allow us to replace the condition (2.3) by 
.Y(q, c) <x for all c>O 
and the condition (2.4) by 
~J”(9, c) <x for some c>O, 
respectively (cf. Proof of Theorem 2.1). 
The above Remarks can be modified and similarly used in our theorems for any other 
two-time parameter empirical-type processes considered in this paper. 
We note again that assuming (2.3) (or using any of the conditions which can replace 
(2.3) as discussed above), we obtain the weak convergence of any functional of a,,( s, t) 
continuous in 1) ( . , .)lq(t)(I-metric.Forthesup,,.,,, sup0 < s (, 1 cqz (s, t) 1 /q(t) functional _ _ 
the convergence in distribution holds for a bigger class of weight functions (cf. Theorem 
2. I (c) under condition (2.4), or under Y( q, c) < x for some c > 0). Considering L,,- 
functionals, in a forthcoming paper of the author (cf. also Szyszkowicz, 1992), the class 
of weight functions will be seen to be even bigger than for supremum functionals. Namely, 
we have weighted approximations in L,,-norms, and weak convergence of weighted L,,- 
functionals of a,,( s, t) for any positive q such that 
’ t”“lq(t) dt<m, o<p<x. 
Similar L,,-results hold true for any of the other two-time parameter empirical-type processes 
considered in this paper. 
Next we study the ‘bridge type’ two-time parameter empirical processes with appropriate 
class of weight functions, hinted at in ( 1.10). 
We will call q a positive function on (0, I ) if q : (0, 1) + (0, 2) is such that 
inf q(r)>0 forall0<6<$. (2.20) 
rS<rSl--fi 
Let (r( s, t) ; 0 <s f 1, 0 < t < I} denote a Gaussian process with mean zero and covari- 
ante function 
ET( s ,,r,)r(.s?_,L)=(S, As,-.ssz)(l, Af2-f,L). (2.21) 
We introduce 
I II -I’* ‘(‘y l(F(X,) <s} - ‘(y k l(/qXi) GSI), ( ,=I i= I &,(s, t) = O<t< 1, O<S< 1, 
Theorem 2.2. We assume that H,, holds. Then, there exists a Kiefer process K( . , ) such 
that with the sequence of stochastic processes r,, ( , . ) , 
{T,,(s, t), o<s< 1, O<t,< 1) 
= (n -“*(K(s, nt) -tK(s, n)). 0~s~ 1, O<t< 1) 
and with a weightfunction q which is positirle on (0, 1) we haL>e, as n + ~0: 
(a) if 
lim(r( 1 -t)loglog llt( I -t))“*/q(f) =0, 
f 1 0 
lim( r( 1 - t)log log I lt( 1 - t) ) “2/q(t) = 0 . 
rT I 
then 
(b) if 
lim(t( 1 -t)loglog llt( 1 -f))“2/q(t) <x1 
f L 0 
lim(t( 1 -t)loglog llt( 1 -t))“*/q(t) <co, 
l? I 
then 
sup sup I4,(& t) -CA& 1) I /s(t) =0,(l) ; 
O<f< IO< e< I
(c) if (2.23) holds then we have also 
sup sup I4(s, r) I/q(r) 2 sup sup IT(s, t) I /q(r) 
O<f< I o<s< I O<,<l O<r<l 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Remark 2.2. We note here that with a function q which is positive on (0, 1) , we have, as 
T-m 
sup sup ( K( s, t) ( /q( 1 - t) “2. 
o(1) if (2.22) holds, 
O<fillTO~.~~I 0( 1) if (2.23) holds, 
where K is a Kiefer process (cf. Proof of Lemma 2.1) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let 
102+l)fl 
s L(n+lv,(S) = c (l{F(X;) GSJ --s) 
i= I 
and 
l(n+ I)rl 
S~)~r+,)rl(S) = c (l{F(X;) <s) -s) , O=zt< ;, o<s=G 1 , 
,=I 
Then 
= -I S~f~+lir,w 3 o<t<;, o,<s< 1, S”’ t(n+1)/2,(S) +Sj::;+,,/*](S) -q::+,,,,(S) , ; <f< 1, o<s=G 1 
Let q be a positive function on (0, 1) Using Theorem 2.1 we can construct two inde- 
pendent Kiefer processes K’ ‘) ( . , . ) and KC’) ( , . ) such that 
sup sup n -“21S~~!+l~,l(~) -K”‘(c (n+ l)f) l/q(t) 
O<r<l/2O<s<I 
(441) if (2.22) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.23) holds , 
and 
sup sup n ~“*IS([:lr+,)(,~r),(S)-K(2)(S, (n+l)t)(lq(l-r) 
O<f<1/20<~<1 
Ml) if (2.22) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.23) holds . 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
In order to see (2.25) we note that 
L(n+l)rl 
~;:!+I)(I--I),b) = c (l{F(X,_;+,) <s}--s) , O<t<$, O&S< 1 , 
i= I 
and also, as n + x, we have for any Kiefer process K( . , . ) i 
sup sup In -“2K(~, (n+ 1)t) I /q( 1 -t) 
O<r<l/(n+l) O<S<l 
0541) if (2.22) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.23) holds, 
on account of (2.16) and Remark 2.2. 
We define a Kiefer process K( . , ) by 
(K(s, nt), O<t< 1, o<s< 1) 
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(2.26) 
O<t<f,O<s<l, 
s, $n)+K'2'(s, in)-K'2'(s,n-nt), +<t<1,o<s< 1. 
(2.27) 
Then we have 
sup sup 1 &,(s, t) --n -“2(K(3, (n-t 1)t) -rK(s, nf 1)) [/q(t) 
O<r=sl/2n~~~l 
= sup sup n-‘12 I ( S,(n+l)t,(S) - [(n+ l>tl s ,, (s) O<f,cl/2O<s~l n 1 
-II -“2(K(~, (n+ 1)t) -rK(s, n-t 1)) q(t) 
< sup sup In 
~l/ZS(I) 
,~,,+I~fI(~) --n -“2K(‘)(~, (n+ I)t) 1 /q(t) 
"<f<l/2O<S<I 
+ sup sup 112 --3’2[ (n+ l)t]S,(s) --np”2tK(~, n+ 1) 1 /q(t) 
0<1<'/20<,,cI 
=z;"(n)+z:"(n) . 
By (2.24) we obtain 
I’,“(n) = 
{ 
OP(l) if (2.22) holds , 
O,( 1) if (2.23) holds . 
When considering Ii’ ’ (n) , we note that, by the definition of S’ ’ ) and SC2’, we have for 
eachn> 1 
~;l~+,,,2,(~) +s ~:~+,,,2,(~) =S,,(s) 9 o,<s< 1 , (2.28) 
and by (2.27) with r= 1, 
K”‘(s, $(a+ 1) +Kc2’(s, $(n+ 1)) =K(s, n+l) , 0~s~ 1 , (2.29) 
which, by (2.24) and (2.25), implies 
sup In ~‘?s,,(s) --n - “2K(~, n+ 1) 1 =op( 1) . (2.30) 
O<r<l 
Also, for any q positive on (0, 1) and such that (2.22) or (2.23) hold, we have 
sup t/q(t) = sup t/q(t) v sup rlq(t)=O(l) 
O<r<l/2 o<,<s fi<,<l/2 
Hence, for q as above 
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z;“(n) < sup t/q(r) sup (n~“?s,,(S) -n_“‘K(.r, n+ 1) 1 
O<f<l/2 OS\< I 
+ sup sup ~([(n+l)f]ln-~)n-“2S,,(S)~lq(t) 
O<f~l/20<5<I 
=op( 1) +&(‘)(lZ) , 
where 
x 
( 
sup I[(~+l)~ll~--t(lq(t)V sup I[(n+l)t]ln--t]lq(t) 
O<f<S S<fS 112 1 
GOP(l) (n+2)ln sup t/q(t) Vo(1) sup 
( 
l/q(t) 
0<r<C5 S<tG II2 1 
=op(l), 
asn+~andtaking6>Oarbitrarilysmall,dueto (2.20),and(2.22) or (2.23) (cf. (2.12)). 
FortE(1/2, 1) wehave 
sup sup 1 &,(s, t) --y1 P”2(K(s, (a+ 1)t) -K(S, n+ 1)) 1 /q(t) 
l/Z<W I o<.,< I 
[(n+ l)fl 
= sup sup n-“2 S,(,,+,)rj(J) - I ( s ,1 ($) 1/2<~<lOS,<1 n 1 
-n -“2(K(s, (iI+ 1)t) -fK(S, n+ 1)) 
I/ 
q(t) 
< sup sup Ifi ~“2~(I:!+l)f](4 -n ~“2K(2)(S, (n+ l)( 1 -t)) I /q(f) 
1/2<r< I o<c< I 
+ sup sup n-“2 ~‘llj,+,~/2,(~)+~s(L::,+,)/zJ(~) - 
I ( 
[(n+ 11tl s 
n 
(s) 
l/Z<f<, O<v<I n 1 
-n -“2(K(‘)(S, ;(n+ 1)) +K’2’(s, ;(?L+ 1)) -tK(s, n+ 1)) 
I/ 
q(t) 
=1;“(n) +p(n) . 
By (2.25) we obtain 
I’l”(n) = sup sup In ~“2Sj:jl+,I,](4 --y1 -“2K’2’(S, (n+l)(l-r))]/q(0 
1/2<1<, O<.T<l 
- sup sup 111 - 1/2S(2) ,~,l+l)~lbr),(~)-~ -“2P’(s, (n+ 1)f) I /q( 1 -f) 
0<r<I/20~cscI 
OP( 1) if (2.22) holds , 
= O,( I) if (2.23) holds . 
In order to show that Ii”(n) =op( 1) when assuming (2.22) or (2.23), we note that for 
any function q positive on (0, 1) and such that (2.22) or (2.23) holds true, we have 
sup (1 -t)/q(t) = sup (1 -t)/q(t) v sup (I-t)/q(t) =O( 1) 
1/2<f< I 1/2<r<l-6 I-Scrcl 
when taking 6 > 0 arbitrarily small. Hence, and using also (2.30), 
Ii2’(n) =G sup sup In -“‘S,,(s) -n -“2K(s, n+ 1) I(1 -t)/q(t) 
1/2<f<, I<.,<, 
+ sup sup t- 
1/2<1< I o<s< I I( 
‘(n:l)r’)~-“2S.,(r)/::(r) 
=op( 1) +Ec2’(n) ) 
where 
d2)(n) < sup [n-9,(S) 1 
0 < s < I ( I sup t- [(n-t l)fl I/z<r<lbs n Ii 4(f) 
V 
( 
sup ( 1 -t) /q(r) + sup 
( 
l_ [(n+l)tl q(t) 
I~S<f<l I-6<f<I n 11 1) 
=zWl) o(l) ( sup 1 /q(t) 1/2<f<l~l5 
( n+l v o(l)+ - sup (1-0/4(t) n I-Scr<l 1) 
as a -+m and taking 6> 0 arbitrarily small, due to (2.20), and (2.22) or (2.23). This 
concludes the proof of (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.3. The proof of (c) can be done along 
the lines of the proof of part (c) of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Corollary 2.2. We assume that H, holds and q is a positice function on (0, 1) , such that 
(2.22) holds. Then, as n -+ 00, 
&(s, t)lq(t) 2 T(s, t)/q(t) in D[O, 112, (2.31) 
where r( . , ) is a Gaussian process with mean zero and cocariancefunction (2.2 I ) . 0 
Remark 2.3. Obviously, we should note again that assuming (2.22), Corollary 2.2 gives 
the limiting distribution of any continuous functional of &,,( s, t) /q( t). In addition to that, 
Theorem 2.3 (c) gives convergence in distribution of sup-functional in D[O, 112 of 
a,,( s, t) /q(t) for example with 
( 1 1 
l/2 
q(t) = t( 1 - t)log log ~ 
t( 1 -t) 
, O<r<l. 
Thus, one arrives at the following modification of ( 1.8) and ( 1.9) : reject H, in favour of 
H, for large values of 
,~~,_~~pW (I t llx;Gx)- i t lIxi~xl~ r=l ,=l 
PI/2 
XI? -l/2 u 1 x 1-x loglog 1 (kln)( 1 -k/n) 1 > . 
Deshayes and Picard (1986) conclude asymptotic behaviour of the test statistic 
sup sup n”’ 
I<k<nxrR 
with rC, a non-negative, piecewise continuous function on the interval (0, I), under the 
condition /A( Q(t) / (t( 1 - t) ) )’ dt < m. We note also in passing that an appropriate sym- 
metric version of the integral Y( q, c) finite for all c > 0, resp. for some c > 0, can replace 
the condition (2.22) in (a), resp. the condition (2.23) in (b) and (c), in Theorem 2.2. 
We note here that the limiting Gaussian process r appeared in Hoeffding ( 1948) and 
Blum, Kiefer and Rosenblatt ( 1961) in the context of testing for independence. 
3. Weighted empirical processes based on ranks 
Let X,, X2,. . . be independent random variables with an unknown continuous distribution 
function F. For each II > I, let R ,,,, . . . ,R,, denote the normalized ranks 
R,, =n-’ k 1(X, <X,) , k= l,...,n, 
i= 1 
of the first n of the random variables X,, X2,... . In this section we consider asymptotic 
behaviour of the empirical process based on ranks with weight functions q, namely pn( S, 
t)/q(t), where 
Pn(s, t) =n , o<s, t<l. 
Let ( r( s, t), 0 < s < 1, 0 < t < 1) denote a Gaussian process with mean zero and covari- 
ante function (2.2 1) . We define 
n l{R,,, <s] - [nsl ) O<s<l,O<t<l, 
fi,(& t) = 
n 
0, O<s<l,t=l. 
Theorem 3.1. We assume that H,, holds. Then there exists a Kiefer process K( . , ) such 
that with the sequence of stochastic processes r,,( , . ), II > 1, 
{T,,(s, t), o<s,< 1,O<t< 1 I 
= (n-“‘(K(s, nt) -tK(s, n)), 0~s~ I, O<t< I) 
and with a weightfunction q which is positive on (0, 1) we haue, as n + X: 
(a) if (2.22) holds, then 
sup sup IP,,(sA-Us, t)]~q(t)=o,(l); 
O<f<l O<r<l 
(b) if (2.23) holds, then 
sup sup IP,,(s, t) -L(s, t) I /s(t) =0,(l) ; 
O<f<l O<T<, 
(c) if (2.23) holds, then 
sup sup IB,,(& t) I /q(t) 5 sup sup IUS, t) I /q(t) 
o<r< I O<r<l “<f< I ozGs< 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the following observation. 
Observation 3.1. We note that 
[llrl 
@,!(S, t)=n-“2 c (l{R;,,<s)- +I) 
r=l 
=n -I/2E( lIF(X,) G U,,(s) I - InsI ~ I== I 1 n ’ 
where U,,(s) is defined by 
i 
0 for sE [0, I/n), 
U,(s) = U,:,, =F(X,,,,) for SE [k/n, (k+ 1)/n), k= l,..., n- 1 , (3.1) 
VII : ?I fors=l, 
and X , ,n < .. <X, :,, denote the order statistics of X,,. . .,X,,. We note also that the process 
p,,( s, t) already has a ‘bridge type’ structure as it is, namely we have 
Pn(s, t)=%(U,(S), t) - 5 a,,(U,,(s), 1) . 
We will need the following result. 
Lemma 3.1. Let q be a positice function on (0, 11. Then, as n -+ 00 we harse 
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0641) if (2.3) holds , 
= O,(I) if(2.4) holds, 
where K( , ) is a Kiefer process and U,,(s) is defined as in ( 3.1) 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5.1 of Csorgii and RCvCsz ( 198 I), we have 
sup IK(U,,(s), nt) -K(s, nt) 1 “2’ 0((nt)“4(loglognt)“4(lognr)“2) 
1/11<.~< I 
(3.2) 
as nt + m. Hence for any A > 1, 
sup sup IK(U,,(s), nt) -K(s, nt) 1 l(n”*q(t)) 
A/n<r<l I/,ZSC<l 
a.\. =o ( Sup ((nt)“4(loglognt)“4(lognt)“2/(nt)”2)(t”2/q(t)) ,un<r< I 1 
GO ( sup (nt) ~ “4( log nf)3’4 sup t”‘lq( I) A/,l<r<6 A/Il<f<6 1 
+ sup (nt) -“4(10glognt)“4(lognt)“2 sup t”‘lq(t) 
SszfG I S<fG I
=O(O( I)o( 1) +o( l)O( 1)) 
“2 o( 1) ) 
as n + x and taking 6 > 0 arbitrarily small, for any function q which is positive on (0, 1 ] 
andsuchthatlim,,,,q(t)lt”*=m (cf. (2.22)). 
Next we have 
sup sup IK(U,(s),nt)-K(s,nt)Iln”‘q(t) 
o<r<A/,, I/,1<,Y<I 
<2 sup sup 1 K( s, nt) I ln “2q( t) 
O<,<A/,, O<\< I
OP(l) if (2.3) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.4) holds , 
as n + m, by (2.5) and (2.7) respectively. Hence, by the last two results, as n + x, 
sup sup IK(U,,(s), nt)-K(~,nt)(/n”~q(t) 
O<f< I 1/,14.,<1 
OP(l) if (2.3) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.4) holds . 
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Also,onaccountofU,,(s)=OforsE[O, I/n), 
sup sup IK(U,,(s), nt)-K(s,nr)Iln’l’q(t) 
0 < f < I 0 < I < I /II 
= sup sup 1 K( s, nt) 1 ln ‘/?q( t) 
O<f<l ,,<,<I/!, 
a 5. o(l) if (2.3) holds , 
= 0( 1) if (2.4) holds , 
where the latter is by (2.6) and (2.8)) respectively. This concludes the proof of Lemma 
3.1. 0 
As to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can simply say that the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be 
repeated here, since Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 imply that there exists a Kiefer process 
K( ., .) such that, asn+=, 
sup sup Ia,,(U,,(s), t) -nP”‘K(s, nr) llq(r) 
o<r<, Oszr<l 
OP( 1) if (2.3) holds , 
= { O,( 1) if (2.4) holds. 
For details of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we refer to Szyszkowicz ( 1992). 
Corollary 3.1. We assume that Ho holds and q is a positice function on (0, 1) , such that 
(2.22) holds. Then as n + ~0, 
p,,(s, t)/q(t) s T(s, t)/q(t) in D[O, I]‘, (3.3) 
where r( . , . ) is a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance function (2.2 1) 0 
4. Weighted empirical processes based on sequential ranks 
Let X, , X2,. . . be independent random variables with an unknown continuous distribution 
function F. For each n 2 1, let t,, . ,&, denote the normalized sequential ranks 
k= l,...,n, 
of the first n of the random variables X,, X2,. . . . Here, we consider the two-time parameter 
empirical 
of these sequential ranks &, i = 1,. . ,n 
Theorem 4.1. We a.ssume that Ho holds. Then there exists a sequence of Kiefer processes 
K,,( ., . ) such that with a weight function q which is positiue on (0, 11, we halle, as n + =J: 
(a) if (2.3) holds, then 
SUP SUP Im(s> t)-K,,(s, t)Ilq(t)=dl) ; 
041<10<r<l 
(b) if (2.4) holds, then 
SUP SUP Ir,l(s,t)--K,(s,t)Ilq(t)=OP(l); 
O<f< I o=G\< I 
(c) if (2.4) holds, then 
sup sup I Y,(s, t) I /q(t) s sup sup IK(s, t) )/q(t) 
O<l<l O<\<I o<r< I o<s< I
where K( . , ) is a Kiefer process. 
In order to prove our result, we will represent he normalized sequential ranks & in terms 
of uniformly distributed random variables. Barndorff-Nielsen ( 1963) proved (cf. also 
Parent, 1965; Bhattacharya and Frierson, 1981) that sequential ranks generated by i.i.d. 
observations, i.e. it, in our terminology, are independent, the ith being uniformly distributed 
on { 0,. .,i - 1). Hence, with independent random variables U,, uniformly distributed on 
[O,l] we have 
5, 2 [iUi]li, i= 1, 2... (4.1) 
Such a representation of sequential ranks was used by Csorgii and Horvath ( 1987b) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Ui = F(X,), and 
In?1 
Yti(s, t) =n-“2 C (l{ [iU,]li<s) -s) . 
i=l 
By Csiirgd and Horvath ( 1987b), one can construct a Kiefer process K( , . ) such that 
sup In “*yn(s, t) -K(s, nt) ( =O(log’nt) , (4.2) 
o<s< I
as nt --) x. Hence, imitating the proof of Theorem 2.1, we get 
sup sup I %(s, t) -n ~ “2K( s, nt) 1 /q(t) 
O<f<l O<r<l 
Ml) if (2.3) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.4) holds , 
and 
(4.3) 
sup sup I%n(& t)) /q(t) z sup sup ]K(s, r)) /q(t) , (4.4) 
O<f< I D<r< I ,I<,< I OGS4 1 
where q is a positive function on (0, 1 ] such that (2.4) holds. 
Now, (4.3) can be reformulated by saying that there exists a sequence of Kiefer processes 
$,( s, t) , namely Z?‘,( s, t) = n - “*K( s, nt), such that 
OP(l) if (2.3) holds , 
sup sup I R(.c t) -Jc,(& t) I /q(t) = (4.5) 
airs I o<.s< I O,( 1) if (2.4) holds 
Since, by (4.1), 
{.y,,(s, t), o<s< 1, O<t< 1) 2 {%,(s, t), o<s< 1, O<t< l] , (4.6) 
where 
rnr1 
3/,l(s, t)=n-"2 c (l{&<s] --s), o<s, t< 1 1 
i= I 
we can use Lemma 3.1.2 in CsorgB (1983) to conclude parts (a) and (b) with m(s, t) 
instead of y,,( s, t). Since, for nt -+ m we have 
Lnrl [is] -is 
4 
~ 
i 
=O(lognt) for any SE [0, l] 
i= I 
as n + = we have also 
sup sup Ir,l(s,t>-r,l(s,t>Ils(t>=O(l) 
O<f< I o<s< 1 
(4.7) 
for any q positive on (0, l] and such that (2.4) is satisfied. Consequently, (a) and (b) 
hold true. 
Obviously (4.4) together with (4.6) and (4.7) implies part (c) . 0 
Corollary 4.1. We assume that Ho holds. Let (K( s, t), 0 <s < 1, 0 <t< 1) be a Kiefer 
process and q be a positicefinction on (0, 11, such that (2.3) holds. Then we haue, as 
n--fm 
y,,(s, t)/q(t) 5 K(s, t)/q(t) in D[O, l]*. 0 (4.8) 
Next we study the asymptotic behaviour of the ‘bridge type’ processes 
(rn(% t) -ty,,(s, l))lq(t) 
We introduce 
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I n 
-l/2 ‘(“.y” l((, <sJ _ y)tl k l(5, <s)), 
( ,=I ,=I 
ji(s, t) = O<t< 1, o<s< 1, 
0, t= 1, O<S< 1. 
Let [ r( s, t), 0 < s < 1,O G t G 1) denote a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance 
function ( 2.2 1) 
Theorem 4.2. We assume that H, holds. Then there exists u sequence of stochasticprocesses 
r,,, n> 1, 
such that with a weight function q which is positice on (0, 1)) we hate as n + m: 
(a) if (2.22) holds, then 
sup sup I %(s, t) -us, t) I /q(t) ‘OF4 1) ; 
O<f<l O<r<l 
(b) if (2.23) holds, then 
sup sup I acs7 f) - T,,(s, t) I /q(t) = O,( 1) ; 
O<f<l o<_c< I 
(c) if (2.23) holds, then 
sup sup I ?,I(S, t) I /q(r) s sup sup Ir(s, f) I /q(t) 
O<f<l O<,<I O<f<l O<r<l 
Proof. Let 
L(rf+ I )fl 
Sl(n+f)tl(~)= C (lI[i~illi<sl-s). 
i= I 
We introduce also 
,-(I, 
I(*?+ 11r1 
,Cn+lIrl(s)= C (l{[iU,lli<sl-s), O<t<+,O<sgl, 
q:!+l)r,w = 2 (l{[iU,]/i<s-s), ?<t< 1, o<s< 1. 
r=[(n+l)rl+l 
Then 
s [(n+,),,(S) 
Using the representation of sequential ranks 5, = [ iUi] /i (cf. (4.1) ) and the approximation 
of (4.2) one can construct two independent Kiefer processes K’“( . , . ) and K”‘( . , . ) 
such that 
sup sup n ~“21~jf!+I)II (S) -K”‘(s, (n+ I)t) 1 /q(t) 
O<,<l/2O~C~l 
dl) if (2.22) holds, 
= O,( 1) if (2.23) holds , 
(4.9) 
and 
sup sup ~-“Vj:!+,)(lW, (S) -K”‘(s, (n+ 1)t) 1 /q( 1 -t) 
o<r<l/2os,<I 
if (2.22) holds , 
if (2.23) holds 
(4.10) 
In order to get (4.10) we note that, along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.1 of CsGrgB 
and Horvath ( 1987b), we get, as nt + x, 
[crl+ I)tl 
0% c l I -t [(n--i+l)U,,-,+,I 
[(?I+ I,rl 
n-i+1 
<s - 
> 
C l("t,-i+l Gsl 
,. ,=I ,=I 
=O(lognt) 
By this and (4.2), we have, as nt + x, 
,,n+ Iltl 
O<r<l I { c l [(n-i+ l)U,,-,+,I sup I=, n-i+ 1 =Gs > -K’*‘(S, (n+ 1)t) 
= O( log’ nt) . 
Hence, and using also (2.26) with function q positive on (0, 1 ), we have (cf. proofs of 
Theorems 2.1 and 4.1), 
sup sup In 
~ l/2$(2’ 
,(,l+I)f,(S) -a p”2K’2’(s, (n+l)(l-t))llq(t) 
l/z<?< I o<.,< I 
= sup sup In -l/2-(2) ~,~,?+1~~1-r~,(~) --n -“‘P’(s, (n+ 1)t) 1 /q( 1 -t) 
O<fil/20<,~, 
o,(l) if (2.22) holds , 
= O,( I) if (2.23) holds 
Let 9,, be a version of y,z process when replacing 5, by [ iU,] /i (cf. (4.1) ) . Using (4.9) 
and (4. lo), as well as the method of proof of Theorem 2.2, with the Kiefer process 
{K(s, nt), O<t,< 1, o<s< 1) 
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K”‘(.L nt) , = -C 0-ct-c~ O<s<l, \ 12, K”‘(s , $z) +K”‘(s, in, -K’*‘(s, n--t) , t <t< 1, o<s< 1, _ 
we have 
sup sup 1 $A& t) --n -“‘(K(s, (n+ 1)t) -tK(s, n-t 1)) (/q(t) 
0<f~l1/20~\~I 
[(n+ 11tl 
= sup sup ~~1’2(S,(,l+l&)- 
g 
,, 
(s)) 
(l<r~I/*o~~~l Fl 
-n -“*(K(s, (n+ 1)t) -tK(s, nf 1)) 
I/ 
q(t) 
Ml) if (2.22) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.23) holds , 
and also 
sup sup I ?A& t) --y1 p”“K(s, (n+ 1)t) -tK(s, n+ 1)) 1 /q(t) 
I/2<r<lO<s<I 
[(n+ l)fl 
= sup sup fi-r’* S[M+l),,(S) - 
i ( g II (s) l/Z<l<l O<r<l n 1 
-n-“2(K(s, (n+l)t)-tK(s,n+l)) 
Ii 
q(t) 
o,(l) if (2.22) holds , 
= O,( 1) if (2.23) holds . 
Consequently, with the sequence of stochastic processes r,, n > 1, 
(r,(s, t), o<s< l,O<t< l] 
=(n-“‘(K(s, nt) -tK(s, n)), 0~s~ 1, O<t< 1) 
we have, as n + ~0, 
Ml) if (2.22) holds , 
SUP SUP 1 fn,(s, t) -rn(s~ t, 1 /‘?(t) = 
O<f<lo<r<l 
0,~ 1) if (2.23) holds 
We note again that for each n > 1, 
(I-,?(& t), o<s< 1, o<t< 1) g {T(s, t), o<s< 1,O<t< 1) 1 
where r( s, t) is a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance as in (2.2 1) . Since by 
(4.1) 
(T,,(s, t),O<s<l, O<t<l] z {Gn(s, f), O<sfl,O<t<l], 
we can use Lemma 3.1.2 in Csbrg6 ( 1983) to conclude that, with a possibly different 
sequence of stochastic processes p,,( , . ), but still such that 
Ml) if (2.22) holds , 
sup sup I ?,,l(h t) - il,h t) I /4(f) = 
O<f<l O<r<l 
o (I) 
P 
if (2,23) holds . 
This concludes the proof of (a) and (b). The proof of (c) can be done along the lines of 
the proof of part (c) of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Corollary 4.2. We assume that Ho holds and q is a positi1.e function on (0, 1) , such that 
(2.22) holds. Then as n +x, 
T,,l(s, t)/q(t) 5 Us, t)/q(t) in D[O, 1 I* , (4.11) 
where r( , ) is a Gaussian process with mean zero and coL>ariance function (2.2 1) . 0 
5. Contiguous alternatives 
In this section we present asymptotic distributions (weak convergence) of the weighted 
empirical processes a,,( s, t) , p,,( s, t) and r,,( s, t), as well as of the ‘bridge type’ processes 
S,,( s, t) and q,,,( S, t) under the sequence of contiguous alternatives of H,. 
Let 
g(~, u) dud7 (5.1) 
and 
r(s, t) = - ~ dy+c(s, t) , 
whereg( ., .) is thefunctiond@nedby (l.l)-( 1.3). 
Theorem 5.1. We assume that H, holds. Let q be a positire function on (0, 1 ] such that 
(2.3) holds. Then, as n + x, 
and 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Corollary 5.1. Under the changepoint ulternatir~es ( 1.4), vve har,e the following weak 
conlsergence results. Let q be apositil:efinction on (0, I] and such thut (2.3) holds. Then, 
CZ.Sn+c/c: 
a,,(& t)lq(t) z ( K(S> t) + (t-A)llt>,Al j-i g(u) du)lq(t) (5.5) 
and 
n,(s, G/q(t) z K(S> t)+A1og(tlAU{t2-h] (,; g(u) du)/q(r) (5.6) 
in D[O, 11’. 0 
Let 
d(s, t) =c(s, t) -tc(s, 1) , (5.7) 
where c(s, t) is defined by (5.1), i.e., 
g(~, u) dudr-t g(7; u) dudr, 
and let 
e(s, t) =Y(s, t) -tr(s, 1) , 
where r( s, t) is defined by (5.2), i.e., 
(5.8) 
e(s, t) = - - dy+c(s, t) -tc(s, 1) 
Theorem 5.2. We assume that H, holds. Let q be positice on (0, 1) and such that (2.22) 
holds. Then we harle, US n +x, 
&,(s, t)lq(r) 3 (Us, t) +d(s, t))lq(t) , (5.9) 
&(s, t)/q(t) 3 (T(s, t>+d(s, t))/q(t) , (5.10) 
%,,(s, t)/q(t) s (Us, t) +e(s, t))/q(t) , (5.11) 
in D [ 0, 1 ] >, where { r( s, t) , 0 < s < 1,O < t < 1) is a Gaussian process with mean zero and 
coL>ariance function as in (2.21) 
Corollary 5.2. We assume the changepoint alternatirle of ( 1.4) to hold. Let q be positirle 
on (0, 1) and such that (2.22) holds. Then, as n +m, 
&,(s, t) 4 T(s, t)-t(l-A)/;g(u)dul(t<A]-(l-t)A/;,g(u)dul{t)/A) 
4(t) 4(t) 
(5.12) 
b&J) 3, T(s,t)--(l-A)l~g(u)dlll(t<A)-(1-t)hl~g(u)dul(t~A] 
s(t) 4(t) 
(5.13) 
%(&r) 9, ~(~,~)+(tAlogAl[t~Al+(Alog(t/A)+tAlogA)l{t~A})~~g(u)du 
s(t) q(f) 
(5.14) 
in D[O, 11’. 0 
In order to prove our results, we assume without loss of generality that under H,, the X, 
are of the form F -‘( I!?,) where the i?, are independent, identically distributed uniform 
-[0, 1] randomvariables,andsoXi~F~‘(U,),i=l,2,.... 
Define the centered log-likelihood ratio process L,,( . ) by 
Lllrl 
b,(r)= c log~(F~r(~,))-Elogd$~l(~,)) , (5.15) 
,=, 
and let L(t) be a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance function Q,.( f, A t2), 
where 
(5.16) 
Khmaladze and Parjanadze ( 1986) consider the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence of 
the partial sum processes 
I nf I 
V,,(f) =n -I’? c a((,) , O<t< I , 
,=I 
with 
a~L’(0, 1) , where 
I’ 
a(u) du=O and 
I’ 
a’(u) du= 1 
0 0 
under H,,, as well as under the class of contiguous alternatives of H,. Using martingale 
methods and assuming some mild, appropriate conditions on CI, they obtain the following 
results. Let 
(5.17) 
where W is a standard Wiener process. Then. given H,,, 
(V,,, L,,) i (V, L) in D’[O, 11 , (5.18) 
where ( V. L) is a two-dimensional Gaussian process. V is a standard Wiener process, L is 
a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance function QL( t, A r2), where Q,(t) is 
defined by (5.16)) and the covariance function of the process ( V, L) is 
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Qv,L(t,, t2) =EV(r,)L(t,) = - I ” Q’yJ;r2’ dy+Q(t, At,) > 0 
where 
Q(t) = 7, u)a(u) dud7. 
Under the alternatives of H,. 
V,(t) Y V(r)+R(t) in D[O, l] , 
where 
R(t) = - s ’ Q(Y) - dy+Q(t) 0 ) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
In particular, for the changepoint alternative of ( 1.4), 
R(t) =hlog(tlh)l(t>A} 
I’ 
g(u)a(u) dcc. (5.22) 
0 
Here we use their results to prove weak convergence of the two-time parameter empirical 
processes a,,(~, t) and y,,( S, t) with weight functions q(r), under the sequence of contiguous 
alternatives of H,. 
We need to introduce the following Gaussian processes: 
(i) (K( S, t), L(z) ), where K( S, t) is a Kiefer process, i.e. the process defined by (2.1), 
and the covariance function of the process (K, L) is 
Q,yL(s, t, z) =EK(s, t)L(z) =c(s, tAz) , 
where c(s, t) is defined by (5.1); 
(ii) (K*(s, t), L(z)), where K*(s, t) is again a Kiefer process, but the covariance 
function of the process (K*, L) is 
QK+.L(s, t z) =EK*(s, t)L(z) = - d?,+c(s, ~AZ) . 
Lemma 5.1. We assume that H,, holds. Then, as II + m: 
(a) (a,,, L,) s (K, L); 
(b) (Y,,, L) s (K*, L); 
in D[O, 112XD[0, 11. 
Proof. (a) Leta(u)EL’(O, l),wherej~~a(u)du=Oandj~~u’(u)du=l.Thena(F(X,)) 
are i.i.d. r.v.‘s with mean 0 and variance 1, and one can show that (cf., e.g. proof of Theorem 
3 of Khmaladze and Parjanadze, 1986; or Lemma 2.4. I of Szyszkowicz, 1992) 
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i 
,U,,, 
n -I’* c dF(X,)), L,,(z) s (W(f), L(z)) 
,=I 1 
in D[O, l] XD[O, 11. Here ( W, L) is a two-dimensional Gaussian process, where W is a 
standard Wiener process, L is as in (5.16) and the covariance function of the process ( W, 
L) is 
g(7, u)a(u) dudr. 
In particular, the function a(u) can be taken as 
a(u) =a,(u) =(l[u<s) --s)/(s( 1 -s))“‘, 
for any fixed 0 <s < 1, and we note that for any fixed 0 <s < 1, 
W(f) =K(s, t)l(s( 1 -s))“‘, t>O, 
is a Wiener process. Consequently, we have 
K(s, f) 
fA.- 5 
= I I g(T> u) dud73 0 0 
due to ( 1.2). Hence, we conclude that all finite-dimensional distributions of the process 
( a,,( s, t) , L,,(z) ) converge to those of the process (K( s, t), L(z) ) with covariance function 
EK(s, t)L(,?) = 7, u) dudr. 
Tightness of (a,,( s, t), L,,( ;) ) follows from the weak convergence of cr,,( s, t) (cf., e.g., 
Theorem 2.1 (a), or (2.19) in Corollary 2.1 with q = 1) and that of L,,( z) (cf. Khmaladze 
and Parjanadze, 1986; Oosterhoff and Van Zwet, 1975; Szyszkowicz, 199 1, 1992). 
(b) Using Theorem 3 in Khmaladze and Parjanadze (1986) (cf. (5.17)-(5.20) here), 
againwiththefunctiona(cr)=u,(u)=(l(u~s]-s)/(.~(1-s))“‘,andTheorem4.l(a), 
or (4.8) in Corollary 4.1 with q = 1, the proof is similar to that of part (a). 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since by part (a) of Lemma 5.1 (a,,, L,,) converges weakly to (K, 
L) when we assume H,, to hold, Le Cam’s third lemma implies that, under contiguous 
alternatives H,, 
a,, (.y, 1) s K( s, I) + L.( s, t) (5.23) 
in D[O, 11’ (cf. also references given in the proof of Lemma 5.1 (a) ). The joint weak 
convergence of (a,,/q, L,,) under H,, follows from (2.19) in Corollary 2.1 and the fact that 
E F L(,-) = ,:rr Eq,(s, i).&,(Z) 1 + 4(r) c(s, IA?.) 
We note that the limiting covariance function of a,,( s, t) /q(t) and L,,( -) is finite. Namely, 
sincegEL2[0, l]‘, we have 
Ic(s, t) I = 
(5.24) 
which implies 
sup ]c(s, i) I/q(t) <s”2 sup 
0<r< I ’ Oif~l 
due to the fact that q is positive on (0, 1 ] and lim,Lot”2/q( t) = 0. 
Now Le Cam’s third lemma implies (5.3). 
The proof of (5.4) is similar, when using part (b) of Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 4.1. In 
order to prove the finiteness of the covariance function of y,*( s, t) /q(t) and L,,(z), we note 
that 
and, since due to (5.24), 
we get 
(5.25) 
Since q is positive on (0, I] and lim,,,,r “‘/q(t) =O, using (5.24) and (5.25) we obtain 
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sup Ir(s, t) 1 /q(r) <x1 
()<I< I 
where r( s, t) is defined by (5.2). 0 
In order to prove Theorem 5.2, we need to introduce the following Gaussian processes: 
(i) (r( s, t), L(z) ), where I-( s, t) is a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance 
function as in (2.2 I ) and the covariance function of the process (r, L) is 
Q,:L(s, t, Z) =ET(s, r)L(,) =c(s, TV:) -tc(s, ;) , 
where c( s, r) is defined by (5.1). 
(ii) (P( s, t), L(x) ), where P( s, t) is again a Gaussian process with mean zero and 
covariance function as in (2.21) and the covariance function of the process (P, L) is 
I ’ c(s, yAz) dJ+c(x, t/‘/z) +r ’ c(s, l‘Az) =- dv-tc(s, Z) , 0 Y ? 
where c( s, t) is defined by (5. I ). 
Lemma 5.2. We mume that H,, kolds. Then, as n + x, 
(4,, L,) + (C L) 1 
(ix,> 4,) + (r, L) > 
(?,,,> 4,) -(P, L) > 
ii7 D[O, l]‘XD[O, 11. 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
Proof. The weak convergence statements of (5.26) and (5.28) follow from Lemma 5. I. 
As to ( 5.27), we note that (cf. Observation 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 with q = I ) 
sup sup IP,,(.L tb---,,(s, t)I = sup sup IS,,(c/,,(s), I)-&,(s, t)I 
O~r~,os,~l o<r< I II<.%< I 
=op(l). q 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Arguing similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, in order to prove 
(5.9)) (5.10) and (5.1 1) we use Lemma 5.2 and Corollaries 2.2, 3.1 and 4.2, respectively. 
To show that the limiting covariance function of &,,(s, t)lq( t) and L,,(z) (or that of 
&(s, t) /q( t) and L,,(Z) ) is finite we note that 
Since 
g(~,~f)dudT~(l-t)“~s”~ g’(T, u) dudr. (5.29) 
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using (5.24)) (5.29), the positivity of q on (0, 1) and the fact that 
limt”‘/q(f) =lim( 1 -t)"2/q(r) =O, 
f L 0 rT 1 
we obtain 
sup (d(s, t) 1 /q(t) <m 
O<f<l 
Similarly, one can show that 
sup le(s, r) I /q(r) <m > 
o<r< I 
where e(s, t) is defined by (5.8). 0 
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